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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a suitable textural feature for diagnosis of dental caries in digital radiographs. The 

dental diagnosis system consists of Laplacian filter for image sharpening, adaptive threshold and morphological 

operations for segmentation, and support vector machine (SVM) as a classifier. In segmented image, textural 

features are extracted, and applied to the classifier, to classify the image as caries or normal. Experimental 

results indicate that GLCM (Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix) and GLDM (Grey Level Difference Method) 

textural features are giving better performance measures as compared to other types of textural features with an 

accuracy of 96.88%, sensitivity of 1, specificity of 0.8667 and precision of 96.08%. The data were analyzed by 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), at a significant level of 5%. This result indicates that the interaction of feature 

extraction methods on performance measures are significant. Hence, GLCM or GLDM features provide reliable 

decision support for dental caries diagnosis. 
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1. Introduction 

Dental caries or tooth decay causes bacterial damage to teeth and is preventable if detected at an early stage. 

If caries touches pulp region, the treatment become complicated. Many caries detection methods available, are 

based on either visual examination or tactile sensation, some of them have low sensitivity, and some are very 
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expensive [1]. Because of the difficulties in detecting caries at an early stage, clinical examination needs to be 

supplemented with radiographic examination [2].  Radiography uses relatively high dose of ionized radiations 

that are injurious to health [1]. Dental radiographs or digital dental X-ray images are convenient for computer 

aided dental X-ray diagnosis. These images use relatively low level of radiation exposure and makes image 

enhancement possible.  Hence, computer assisted dental diagnosis greatly helps in caries identification. 

Caries are in various shape and size. It is an irreversible microbial disease affects calcified tissues of the teeth. 

Proper treatment given at earlier stage helps to avoid further tooth damage. Caries located in between teeth are 

invisible to human eye. Use of digital radiography helps in diagnosis of caries which are in between teeth, at an 

early stage. Under uneven exposure, as the intensities of teeth and bone area are alike, it is difficult to 

distinguish between tooth and bone areas. Due to lack of clear demarcation between region of interest and due 

to arbitrary teeth variation, manual X-ray image analysis is a challenging problem [3].  

Human inspection may vary from dentist to dentist, and, as such, does not give a quantitative measurement. 

There is a need for an effective methodology to find dental caries. Various techniques that are already available 

are either very expensive machinery or with low specificity. Currently no system exist that are user friendly, 

simple, cost effective caries detection system, that can provide easily understandable information about the 

detection and assessment of dental caries. All these issues indicate a need for an effective low-cost 

methodology to find dental caries, that allows dental professionals to interpret data quickly and reliably.  

It is necessary to implement an efficient, fully automatic and accurate algorithm for detection of dental caries. 

And, evaluation of severity of caries and location of caries affected area is necessary for giving proper 

treatment. This study is to develop an algorithm for an automatic computer-based diagnosis of dental caries in 

dental radiographs using image processing techniques. 

2. Related Work 

Very low radiation dosage used in dental radiography results in very noisy, low contrast and dark x-ray 

images. The image quality can be improved by image enhancement techniques. Enhancement filters improve 

the diagnostic performance of digital radiograph images [4]. Further, teeth segmentation performance can be 

improved by image enhancement method [5]. In previous work, it has been found that contrast stretching, 

morphological operations, PLT, homomorphic filters, CLAHE and gaussian filters are used for enhancement of 

dental caries. Manuela DFB et al., has given opinion to use sharpen filter to improve the diagnostic 

performance of dental caries [6]. Laplacian filter uses second derivative to detect the strong features such as 

edges of the tooth region [7]. Segmentation of teeth is a significant problem due to teeth variation in shape and 

size, arrangement of teeth varies between one person to another [8]. In dental radiographs there are variations 

from one image to another due to variation in exposure. Variations from one region to another with in the 

image makes the segmentation very challenging. The performance of a segmentation method is affected by 

noise embedded in images [3]. Due to substantial noise present in dental radiograph images, the edge detection 

method of segmentation does not give consistent result for all the images in the database. There is hardly any 

segmentation method that performs well in all problems [9]. 

Since intensity of bone area is very close to intensity of teeth, it is difficult to use single threshold for the 

whole image. Hence Nomir et al. used iterative thresholding followed by adaptive thresholding to segment the 

teeth from bone area and background in human identification system using dental X-ray images [10]. 

SenthilKumaran presents a method of edge detection of dental X-ray image using artificial neural network 

approach [11]. The same author has given another method for detection in dental radiographs using Genetic 

algorithm [12]. 

Feature extraction is the process of analysing the texture of an image. Texture is a repeated pattern of local 

variation in image intensity [13]. GLCM is one of the popular methods of estimating textural information 

present in the images. The features extracted using GLCM are used for object recognition system in dental 

works [14,15,16]. Ainas A. ALbahbah et al. used inter pixel autocorrelation coefficient as input features for 

tooth caries detection [17]. Wei Li et al. used HOG descriptors, autocorrelation coefficient and GLCM as 
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feature parameters for detection of tooth decay diagnosis using back propagation neural network (BPNN) 

[18,19]. Shou Li et al. used eigen patch, a window-based feature vector, and SVM classifier for dental aided 

lesion detection in dental X-ray images [20]. Using the same segmentation, feature extraction and classifier, 

Shou Li et al. developed an automatic method of variational level set segmentation-based computer aided 

dental X-rays analysis which works in clinical environment [21]. Ingrid Nurtanio et al. uses first order 

statistical textural features, second order features using GLCM and higher order statistical features using 

GLRLM (Grey Level Run Length Matrix) for classification of cyst and tumour lesion in dental panoramic 

images [22]. Farzana Shahar Banu uses GLCM features for classification of dental cysts in dental radiographs 

[23]. Raju et al. proposed a method of feature extraction of dental x-ray radiograph based on shape and GLCM 

texture of extracted tooth for human identification purpose [24].  

Opera et al. implemented an algorithm using object-oriented image processing software for detection of 

caries. In this work, dental X-ray image is segmented into individual teeth, followed by binarization and edge 

detection operation to get outline of the dental caries [25]. Qaramaleki et al. proposed a technique for secondary 

caries diagnosis in digital radiographs with 82% accuracy. In this work, adaptive gamma correction is used for 

image enhancement and cumulative histogram diagram for threshold selection [26]. Many previous works are 

on detection of caries in colour images, but the main disadvantage of these methods is that caries in between 

the teeth and secondary caries are invisible in colour images [27,28]. Jufriadif et al. developed an algorithm for 

proximal caries detection in dental X-ray images using morphological operations [29]. Solmaz Valizadeh et al 

developed a computer software for Detection of Approximal Caries in Posterior Teeth using digital radiographs. 

[30]. Shubhangi et al. developed an algorithm to detect enamel caries and interproximal caries in dental digital 

radiographs [31]. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graph of true positive fraction (TPF) 

versus false positive fraction (FRP). The area under the curve (AUC) of ROC characteristics can be used as a 

criterion to measure performance of proposed method [32]. 

This paper presents a comparative study of eight different methods of features extraction for diagnosis of 

dental caries in digital radiographs. The method uses Laplacian filter for sharpening, segmentation stage using 

adaptive thresholding and morphological processing, textural feature extraction and SVM classifier for dental 

caries recognition [33,34,35]. The objective of this study is to select suitable textural features for dental caries 

diagnosis. 

3. Methodology 

In this paper, 8 different methods of feature extraction for diagnosis of dental caries are discussed, using 

Laplacian filter and SVM Classifier. Some of these methods uses adaptive thresholding and morphological 

processing for image segmentation. All experiments are conducted in MATLAB version R2017a, running on a 

laptop, Intel core i7, 7th Generation with 4 GB RAM.  

3.1. Dataset 

The images analysed in this work are obtained from SJM Dental College, Chitradurga, Karnataka, India 

using Gendex X-ray machine with RVG sensor of the type Sirona. These images are taken for the purpose of 

periodontal, endodontic or orthodontic treatment. The database considered for this study comprises 64 digital 

X-ray images out of which 49 are caries images and 15 are normal images. Caries in the dental X-ray images 

are annotated by a dentist. Train database consists of 25 caries and 10 normal digital X-ray images and test 

database consists of 49 caries and 15 normal digital X-ray images.  

3.2. Pre-processing 

The dental X-ray images are converted to bmp format and resized to 256 x 256 of class double. Differential 

operator given by the divergence of the gradient of a function on Euclidean space is called as Laplacian 
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operator. This operator uses second derivative to detect the strong features such as edges of the tooth in digital 

X-ray images in all the methods discussed in this paper, Laplacian filter is used for image sharpening. The 

resized image is sharpened using Laplacian filter to extract the intensity variation information of the image 

objects present in dental X-ray images. 

3.3. Segmentation 

Laplacian filter fails to provide edges of teeth having the same intensity as the background. To overcome this 

problem, segmentation is necessary. The idea behind adaptive thresholding is that smaller regions in an image 

have approximately uniform illumination. Hence, the median value of each sub image is taken as optimum 

threshold to partition the sharpened image into multiple subregions. The resultant image is applied with erosion 

and dilation morphological operations to get the segmented image. Segmentation stage is not used in methods 1, 

5, 6, 7 and 8. Method 2 and 3 use adaptive thresholding and morphological operations for segmentation but 

method 4 uses only adaptive thresholding. 

3.4. Feature Extraction 

The caries identification system tested with 8 different types of textural feature extraction (FE) methods, is 

mentioned in Table 1. The different textural features considered are GLDM, Local Binary Pattern (LBP)  

Gabor, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and statistical and region features. 

Table 1. Different Features and Methodology used for Dental Caries Diagnosis 

Methods 
Type of 

features 

No. of 

features 
Methodology used 

1 Gabor 163840 Laplacian + Gabor FE+SVM 

2 Statistical  16 
Laplacian + Adaptive thresholding + Morphological Processing + Statistical & region 

properties FE + SVM 

3 GLCM 22 Laplacian + Adaptive thresholding + Morphological Processing + GLCM FE + SVM 

4 GLDM 100 Laplacian + Adaptive thresholding + GLDM FE + SVM 

5 LBP 10 Laplacian + LBP FE + SVM 

6 GLDM 100 GLDM FE + SVM 

7 DWT 4 
Laplacian + DWT FE + PCA + 4 statistical features FE (contrast, correlation, energy and 

homogeneity) +SVM 

8 DWT 5624 Laplacian + DWT FE + PCA +SVM 

 

Gabor filter is a linear filter used for texture analysis, extracts frequency content in the specific orientation in 

the local region of the image. In method 1, 163840 Gabor features in the Laplacian image are extracted and is 

directly applied to SVM, for caries detection. The features extracted in method 2 are contrast, correlation 

energy, Homogeneity, mean, standard deviation, entropy, Root Mean Square (RMS), variance, smoothness, 

kurtosis, skewness, Inverse Difference Moment (IDM) , Area, centroid and bounding box. In Method 3, The 22 

textural features of the segmented image are extracted using GLCM. The GLCM features are computed based 

on statistical distribution of intensity of pixels at a given point in an image relative to other pixels. GLCM 

computes the second order statistical textural measures based on relationship between of two neighbouring 

pixels in the segmented image, that can be used to analyse images. In methods 4 and 6, GLDM features are 
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used but method 4 uses only adaptive thresholding for segmentation but no segmentation stage in method 6. In 

methods 7 and 8, discrete wavelet features extracted directly from dental radiograph, and these are reduced to 

lower dimension using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). 

3.5. Classification 

SVM uses hyper-planes to define decision boundaries to separate different classes data points.  It maps the 

input space data points into high dimensional feature space using suitable kernel, to simplify the classification 

problem. Then an optimal hyper-plane separating the two classes is chosen. In all the methods discussed in this 

paper, SVM is used for classification. It is used for binary classification.  Textural features are extracted using 

GLCM, are applied to SVM classifier to categorize the images as caries or normal. In this research, linear 

kernel is used for separating the two classes.  

Fig. 1. shows the proposed architecture for dental caries diagnosis. It has two stages: training and testing 

stage. Digital radiographic images of the training set are passed through Laplacian filter and then segmented 

using adaptive thresholding and morphological processing, features of the training images are extracted using 

GLCM stored in the database. In the test stage, to detect the presence of the caries in the test image, it is 

sharpened using Laplacian filter and segmented using adaptive thresholding, and textural features are extracted, 

and applied to SVM classifier. Using database information, the classifier identifies the given test image as 

caries or normal image. Table 1 gives proposed algorithm. 
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Fig.1. Proposed Caries Detection Methodology
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Table 2. Proposed Algorithm 

 

3.6. Validation 

Dentist opinion for the true presence/absence of caries in 64 bmp images are used as a reference for 

estimating absolute performance numbers (true positive, true negative, true false positive and false negative). In 

this research, accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, precision and AUC of ROC curve of the caries detection system 

are computed. The validity of the results tested using a statistical analysis, two-way ANOVA at significant 

level of 5%. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Out of 64 dental X-ray images considered, dentist identified caries in 49 radiographs. 25 caries and 10 

normal X-ray images are taken for training and 49 caries and 15 normal X-ray images are considered for testing. 

Fig.2(a) shows the original dental X-ray image, and Fig.2(b) shows the sharpened image using Laplacian filter. 

It is observed that, DWT features extracted segmented images degrades the performance of the classifier. 

Hence any segmentation operations are not used in methods 7 and 8. It is found that segmentation operation 

degrades the caries diagnosis system performance in methods 1 and 5. It is also observed that combining more 

than one type of these features degrades the accuracy of the diagnosis system. 

 

 

Fig.2. (a) Original Image (b) Enhanced Image using Laplacian Filter

No. Steps 

1 Resize the image to 256 X 256 of class double 

2 Apply 3-by-3 Laplacian filter to get sharpened image 

3 Resize the sharpened image to 100 X 100 of class double image1 
4 Compute fsize=fix(length(image1)/20) where fix rounds the value to the nearest integer towards zero.  

5 Apply gaussian low pass filter of size 6 * fsize with standard deviation fsize for image1 to get image2 

6 Apply threshold to image2 with threshold = image2*(1-t/100) to get image3 where t=15 
7 Apply dilation to image3 using structural element b= [0 1 0;1 1 1;0 1 0] to get image4 

8 Apply erosion to image3 using structural element b= [0 1 0;1 1 1;0 1 0] to get image5 

9 Compute segmented_image= image4 – image5 
10 Extract textural features from segmented_image 

11 Apply textural features to SVM classifier to classify the image as normal or caries 
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In order to validate feature extraction methods, the images in the database are applied to a caries 

identification system and performance measures accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, Fscore and AUC 

are computed. Performance measures of the eight different methods are shown in Table 3. Accuracy, specificity 

and Fscore are of higher value for methods 3 and 5. But sensitivity, precision and AUC are of higher value for 

method 2 as compared to other methods. GLDM feature are used in methods 4 and 6. The results shown for 

these methods indicates that accuracy degrades with segmentation. Classification accuracy using DWT features 

is better for method 8 than method 7, indicates that DWT features extracted directly from the classifier 

improves the performance.  Performance measures of all methods are shown in Fig 3.  

Table 3. Performance Measures of Different Feature Extraction Methods used for Dental Caries Diagnosis 

Method accuracy sensitivity specificity precision F score AUC 

1 0.9219 0.9388 0.8667 0.9583 0.9488 0.9027 

2 0.9375 0.9388 0.9333 0.9787 0.9583 0.9361 

3 0.9688 1 0.8667 0.9608 0.98 0.9333 

4 0.8281 0.8776 0.6667 0.8958 0.8866 0.7721 

5 0.9063 0.9184 0.8667 0.9574 0.9375 0.8921 

6 0.9688 1 0.8667 0.9608 0.98 0.9333 

7 0.8281 0.8367 0.8 0.9318 0.8817 0.8084 

8 0.9219 1 0.6667 0.9074 0.9515 0.8333 
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Fig.3. Comparison of Performance Parameters for the Different Feature Extraction Methods of Caries Detection 

ROC curves for methods 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 4, indicates that performance of method 2 is better than 

method 3 and method 5. Two-way ANOVA statistical analysis resultant significant level of 5 % shown in 

Table 4, confirms that the interaction of the proposed method on performance parameter measures is significant. 
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Fig.4. ROC Curve for method 2 and 3 

Table 4. Two-way ANOVA Statistical Analysis Results (for data given in Table 3) 

Source SS df MS F Prob > F 

Columns 0.09293 4 0.02323 12.04 0 

Rows 0.07801 7 0.01114 5.77 0.0003 

Error 0.05403 20 0.00193   

Total 0.22498 39    

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, performance of different methods of texture based dental caries diagnostic system are 

discussed, in which SVM classifier is used to differentiate caries and normal images. In these system, 

Laplacian filter is used for enhancement, adaptive thresholding to segment the images. The experimental results 

show that caries and normal X-ray images could be distinguished more accurately by the diagnostic system 

with GLDM and GLCM features. For GLDM features, segmentation operation reduces the system accuracy. So, 

GLDM without segmentation (method 5) and GLCM features with adaptive thresholding and morphological 

processing (method 3) gives higher accuracy than other textural features for the caries diagnosis. The area 

under the curve observed from ROC characteristics of method 2 indicates that AUC value (0.9361) is slightly 

higher than methods 3 and 5. But the variation in accuracy as compared with variation in AUC between these 

methods, we conclude that methods 3 and 5 are better than method 2. Number of features extracted in the 

method 2 is only 22, but the method 5 extracts 100 features. For larger database method 5 is better than method 

5, because of less memory requirement. Hence, we can conclude that dental caries diagnosis system with 

Laplacian filter, adaptive thresholding, morphological processing, GLCM and SVM classifier gives more 

satisfied performance in detection of dental caries. 
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